How to complete the Master of Engineering (Mechatronics) or (Mechanical) or (Mechanical with Business)

• With some changes to the way you complete the Master of Engineering (Mechatronics), (Mechanical) or (Mechanical with Business) please refer to the below slides and visit Stop 1 if you have any more questions
If MCEN30016 is passed PRIOR to 2016

Exempt MCEN30020 (NON-ALLOWED COMBINATION)

Enrol in MCEN90038

MC-ENG – (MECHATRONICS) (MECHANICAL)(with BUSINESS) – PRIOR TO 2016
MC-ENG – (MECHATRONICS) (MECHANICAL) (with BUSINESS) – PRIOR TO 2016

If MCEN30016 is attempted and failed

Enrol in MCEN30020

And follow handbook core subjects
MC-ENG (MECHATRONICS)

MCEN30016 passed 2016

MCEN90041 (Mechatronics)

Exempted from MCEN90038 add one Gp B
MC-ENG (MECHANICAL) & (with BUSINESS)

1. MCEN30016 passed 2016
2. EXEMPT 90038 add elective Grp 1
3. Highly recommend MCEN90041 GP 1